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Color trends with elegance and subtle shimmer - to
name just a few colors such as bronze, metallic ferro and
metallic graphite, caramel beige and quartz gray are on
the rise. New metallic and white remain important as
front colors. Carbon grey, We rely on- design freedom
that inspires: black

“TRENDS & MORE” presents a plethora of diversity that’s
nothing short of inspiring. Let us join hands and herald in the
new 2024 season with innovative designs, creative furnishing
solutions, and smart technology. Not only can you look forward
to a perfectly coordinated range of materials and surfaces but
also a Choice of color finishes with fascinating new shades
alongside familiar classics. “Matching colors” is one of the
trends that’s Letting us combine two different fronts with
identical workshops.

For us, inspirational design flexibility is so important: black
and white remain extremely popular as kitchen font colors.
New metallic finishes like bronze, metallic ferro, and metallic
graphite captivate with elegant and understated sheen – to
name just a few of the color trends now emerging.

Our trend is picked up by narrow glass frame doors Value.
Groove structures and narrow wooden frame designs in light.
Dark woods such as Eucalipto rely on sustainable lighting- and
glass stage room planning in a completely new way with
brushed brass on display cabinets. Indirect Become more
focused. New handles refine plans made to measure like
precious pieces of jewelry.

Dive into the latest trends and topics and get inspired. Create
your world.

»TRENDS & MORE« presents a variety that inspires. With
With innovative designs, creative furnishing solutions and
smart technology, we are starting the new 2024 season
together with you. Look forward to a perfectly coordinated
range of materials and surfaces and a color number with
new, fascinating tones alongside well-known classics.
“Matching colors” is the name of one of the trends in which
we ombine two different fronts with identical worktops.

Create your world. Immerse yourself in new trends and
topics and be inspired.

We’re also picking up on the trend towards narrow-framed
glass doors with brushed brass on display cabinets. Indirect
lighting and glass are setting the stage for designing spaces in
a whole new light. Dark timbers, such as Eucalipto, deliver
perception quality with a focus on sustainability. Increasingly,
grooved textures and designs with narrow wooden frames are
stealing the show. As precious gems, new handles add finesse
to customize design.

Get immersed in the latest trends and design themes, and
be inspired. Create your world.

«TRENDS & MORE» presents a variety that excites me.
With innovative designs, creative furniture solutions, and
smart technology we begin the new 2024 season with you.
Enjoy a range of materials and superfices perfectly
adapted to each other and to a selection of countertops.
dances, in which different fronts are combined with
already known identical ones. "Matching colors" gives its
name to one of the ten colors with new and fascinating
shades along with the classics.

We are committed to a freedom of design that inspires: colors
black and white are still important for the front. Grey
charcoal, caramel beige and quartz gray are on the rise. e
new oneMetallic colors such as bronze, ferro metallic and
graphite metallic captivate with their elegance and discreet
shine, for mention just a few color trends.

e trend of narrow doors with glass and Brushed brass frames
is evident in the display cases. Indirect lighting and glass
stage space plans, slender wooden frame designs
increasingly
gain lasting value. e striated structures and the under a new
light. Dark woods such as eucalyptus are gonism. e new
handles ennoble the custom-made panels as if they were
precious jewels.

TRENDS
& MORE



KSNussbaum mondial walnut
mondial Nogal mondial
MPschwarz ultramatt black
ultra matt ultra matte black

ELEGANCE
INSPIRED THROUGH
THE NATURE.

ELEGANCE INSPIRED
BY NATURE.

INSPIRED ELEGANCE
BY NATURE. 5 128Heritage Pro
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Focus on
quality

Aesthetics as a Benchmark.

The Expressive grain of the walnut wood comes in a narrow
frame Excellent Design. A monochrome ambiance in black

Gives the room depth and enhances the natural beauty of the
wood-suitable stage. Light impressively sets the scene.



Benchmark: Aesthetic Appeal.

Aesthetics as the Norm.

Vibrant walnut graining cuts an outstanding figure in a narrow frame. A
monochrome ambiance in black adds depth and provides the perfect setting
for the natural beauty of wood. Lighting impressively sets o the shelving’s
interior. 

The expressive grain of walnut wood Stands
Out excellently in the Design Narrow frame. a
Monochrome Environment in black it conveys
depth to the room and provides a setting
suitable for beauty natural wood. The light puts
on scene the interior impressively.



Y-MParctisweiß ultramatt arctic white ultra matte white arctic ultra matte MParctisweiß ultramatt arctic
white ultra matt white arctic ultra matte GE Brass gebürstet + Glass Parsol grau brushed brass + glass in
Parsol gray Brushed brass + crystal Parsol gray

Splendid
Style
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Zenith Series.
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In Harmony - Light, Glass and Metal.

Perfectly balanced-Lighting,
glass, and metal.

Splendid Style: A mix of ultra-modern elegance and timeless classic. This
unique interior address combines the latest innovations with traditional
charm to create an environment that is both functional and aesthetically
appealing. In this charming fusion of contemporary style and classic
charm, contrasts come together harmoniously to create a kitchen of
timeless elegance. The “Splendid Style” really sets itself apart by uniting
the best of both worlds. Every aspect has been meticulously considered
down to the smallest detail, aiming to establish an atmosphere that is
functional, inspiring and undoubtedly impressive.

Splendid Style – a blend of ultra-modern elegance and timeless
classic. This unique interior direction combines the latest innovations
with traditional charm to create an environment that is both functional
and aesthetically appealing. In this enchanting fusion of contemporary
flair and classical charm, contrasts come together harmoniously to
craft a kitchen of timeless elegance. The „Splendid Style“ truly sets
itself apart by uniting the best of both worlds. Every aspect has been
meticulously considered down to the finest detail, aiming to establish
an atmosphere that is functional, inspiring, and undeniably impressive.

Splendid Style – a mix of ultra-modern elegance and timeless classic. This
unique interior design style combines the latest innovations with traditional
charm to create an environment that is both functional and aesthetically
pleasing. In this enchanting fusion of modern flair and classic charm,
opposites come together harmoniously to create a kitchen of timeless
elegance. The “Splendid Style” truly stands out by combining the best of both
worlds. Here every aspect has been thought through down to the last detail to
create an atmosphere that is functional, inspiring, and impressive.

White is and remains a classic that stands for outstanding 14 design quality.
Bronze as an accent color and high-quality display cabinets underline the demands
of the contemporary planning trend. Glass and shimmering brass give the room
width and an elegant lightness. It is details like these that give the interior
exclusivity.

White is and remains a classic that’s synonymous with outstanding
design quality. Bronze as an accent color along with exquisite glass
display cabinets underscore the expectations from today’s trends in
planning. Glass and shimmering brass make the kitchen feel
spacious with a sense of light, airy elegance. It’s details like these
that give interior design an exclusive aura.



In harmony: light, glass, and metal.
The white is and remains a classic that represents outstanding design quality.
Bronze as a color to tone and the high-quality display cabinets underline the
demand for the contemporary planning trend. The glass and shiny brass give
the room spaciousness and an elegant lightness. Details like these
give exclusivity to the interior.
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jadegrün jade green green jade EI Eiche Angora
grade oak Angora gray oak gray Angora
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HARMONIC
COMBINATION

HARMONIOUS COMBINATION

BALANCED
COMBINATION



Living with style and accents.

Living with bold, stylish statements.

It has an exquisite grooved front on the side as an exciting
companion. Depending on the incidence of light, the 3D look
impresses with an interplay of light and shadow. The gri-less
appearance underlines the spacious overall effect.

In this stylish ensemble, delicate jade green takes center
stage. For a look of added vibrancy, it is accompanied by
exquisite grooving on both the frontage and side. Depending on
the incidence of light, the 3D look treats the eye to an interplay
of light and shadow. Handleless design under-scores the
overall impression of generous space.
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Live With Style and Decorative
Nuances.
The delicate jade green is the
protagonist of this elegant setting. Next
to it it has an exquisite fluted front.
Depending on the incidence of light, the
three-dimensional optics impress with a
play of light and shadow. The handleless
design underlines the splendid overall
effect.

Living in
Harmony

22
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MP Karbongrau ultramatt carbon gray ultra matte gray carbon
ultramatte VU Eiche urban urban oak urban oak
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FEAST FOR THE EYES.

PLEASURE
FOR THE
EYE.
A PLEASURE FOR
THE VIEW
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Well Designed Down to the Smallest Detail.

Superbly Designed Down
in every last detail.

Playing with different heights creates exciting perspectives and tailor-made
storage space. Urban oak and a sophisticated lighting concept warm the
atmosphere as an eye-catcher. An elegant detail is the flush stainless steel sink.
The compact, generously sized worktop appears light thanks to its color.

The interplay of dierent heights conjures
exciting perspectives while creating storage
space that’s made to measure. Catching the eye,
urban oak and a perfected lighting concept give
the entire ambience a feeling of warmth. The
flush-fitted stainless steel sink is a classy
feature. Finished in white, the chunky,
generously proportioned worktop adds a look
that’s airy and light. 

2
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Well Designed Down to the Smallest Detail.

Interaction with different heights creates exciting perspectives and tailored
useful spaces. The urban oak and a sophisticated lighting concept warm
the environment as a visual attraction. A noble detail is the flush-mounted
stainless steel sink. The countertop, compact and generous in size, is light
thanks to its color.
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VCbrown steel brown steel acero marrón EIAsteiche schwarz open grain oak black
roble con nudos negro GE schwarz matt + Schwarzglas matt black + black glass
negro mate + cristal negro
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ORGANIC FORMS
IN FOCUS

ORGANIC FORMS
IN THE FOCUS

FOCUS ON
ORGANIC SHAPES
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Successful Symbiosis.

Accomplished symbiosis.

The organic shapes of the Radius fronts
give the furniture a unique character with
their curved lines. The appeal lies in the
contrast: the groove design of real oak,
brown steel, and elegant-looking black
glass create exciting counterpoints.

The cabinetry’s organically curved contours give a
kitchen character that couldn’t be more unique. The
appeal lies in contrast: grooved real oak, brown
steel, and elegant-looking black glass create a
variation that thrills and excites.



A Successful Symbiosis.

The organic shapes of the radius fronts give the furniture a unique
character with its curved lines. The appeal is in contrast: The fluted design
of the real oak, the brown steel, and the elegant-looking black glass create
exciting counterpoints that make the kitchen so attractive.
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X-MEE ektlack Bronze Effect lacquer bronze Laca efecto bronze
 VC blackwood blackwood blackwood
 GE schwarz matt + Glass Parsol grau matt black + glass in Parsol grey negro mate + cristal Parsol gris

ATTRACTIVE PROSPECTS

APPEALING PERSPECTIVES

APPEALING
PERSPECTIVES
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Lots of space for enjoyment
and lifestyle.

Scope galore for enjoying life. 

E ect paint bronze fascinates with its extravagance
and subtle shimmer. Tinted glass, in delicate metal
frames composed, plays with transparency, light and
iridescent Reflections. Both materials unfold in front
of black the interaction creates a unique effect

Effect lacquer in bronze fascinates with extravagance and
understated sheen. Tinted glass, set in delicate metal frames, plays
with transparency, light and iridescent reflections. Set in front of
black, both materials team up to unfurl an impression second to none. 

3
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Lots of space for enjoyment and lifestyle

The bronze effect lacquer fascinates with its extravagance and
discreet shine. The tinted glass, set in filigree metal frames,
combines transparency, light and iridescent reflections. When
faced with black, both materials display a unique effect with
their interaction.
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Nexus Series
Heritage Pro

Y- LM Mattlack quarzgrau matt lacquer quartz gray matt lacquer quartz
gray VU Eucalyptus dunkel Eucalyptus dark Eucalyptus dark12 8

THINK BIG AND
PLAN.

THINK BIG AND PLAN.

THINKING BIG, 
AND PLANNING BIG.
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Inspire With Slim Elegance.

Delightful Slimline Elegance.

Make everyday life comfortable: Generous
Cabinets take advantage of the ceiling height to
accommodate to create the beautiful things in
life. Backlit shelves loosen up the overall look
skillfully. The slim sideboard creates an
increase in storage space and free areas. It
points as an intermediary the way into the living
area.

Making everyday life so convenient: generously
sized cabinetry makes use of ceiling height, creating
space for the lovely things in life. Backlit shelves
competently soften the overall picture. The slender
sideboard provides extra storage and a surface to
display choice pieces on. As a go-between, it shows
the way into the living area.
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Inspire With Slender Elegance.
Bring comfort to everyday life: generously sized
wardrobes take advantage of the ceiling height to create
space for life's most beautiful objects. The backlit shelves
skilfully unload the set. The slim sideboard creates
additional usable space and open areas. He points the way
to the living area. A

Piece
of Pure
Nature
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FEELING.SEEING.
UNDERSTANDING .

FEEL. SEE. UNDERSTAND.

TREND-PREVIEW
Typically for pro-norm, this is an
extraordinarily wide range of front
materials, which is... individual
planning and design. Over 250 variants
and numerous special editions
guarantee you an endless number
Design options.

TREND PREVIEW
Typical of the program is the vast
range of front materials that extend an
invitation to designing a bespoke
kitchen solution. Over 250 options and
numerous custom editions are
guaranteed to give you an infinite
number of choices.

TREND FORECAST
Typical of program is the extraordinarily broad spectrum of
front materials that invites individual planning and
configuration. More than 250 variants and numerous special
editions guarantee endless configuration possibilities.

1 2

The innovative design version of the GroTech 2.0 combines a modern, elegant look in titanium or
anthracite with the highest elegant aspect and a titanium and traction su-avísi running comfort
and stability even with a high load con mucho peso. The innovative design pull-out Tech2.0
combines elegant looks in titanium or anthracite with the greatest operational comfort and
stability even when heavily loaded.

The visually sophisticated aesthetics of the pull-outs and the Planero swivel shelves. The frames
that prevent the drawers are consistent with our corner base cabinets, with tents from falling out
available in the color option Planero rotating shelves. There are ways to protect stored goods from
falling out Color variant in anthracite (Fig. 1) or in the tried and tested Lna sofisticad aestéticade
losca Jonesy gave tasserefleja version in titanium (Fig. 2).
tambiénennuestrosmueblesbajosderincónconestantes giratorios Planero. Los laterals, que evitan
que los-object The optically appealing esthetics of the pull-out stand
cardigan,estándisponiblesenloscoloresantracita drawers continue consistently in our corner base
(ifitsg . 1) o en la pro bada versión en titanio (fig. 2).

ProTech 2.0
Anthrazit Anthracite Antracita Titan Titanium Titanium

DIVERSITY
FOR COLOURS
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FEEL.SEE.
UNDERSTAND



Vancouver, Canada


